SUI

design - Carlos Tíscar

SUI is a collection of multipurpose versatile tables with a timeless design of sleek lines that arise from the rapport between flat and curved surfaces. The result is
a table characterized by a subtle elegance that blends into all kinds of setting. SUI tables are entirely made with an aluminum structure that makes them light but
sturdy and corrosion resistant. The system allows tables of different sizes to be created, from smaller side tables to large-size work and board room tables. The
pure and essential design along with the wide range of sizes and finishes available pursue the versatility of use in all kinds of public and private settings.

DESIGNER: Carlos Tíscar
Carlos Tíscar (1964). Graduated at the School of Applied Arts in Valencia (1982), in the field of Industrial Design.
Two years later, he moved to Italy to study at the Scuola Politecnica di Design in Milan. He began to make a
career as a member of the industrial design group Factoría (1987) and as a partner of Gesto Design Management
(1991). Since 1993 he manages his own studio. He has given industrial design lessons at some schools and public
institutions: Barreira (Valencia), AIMME (Paterna), Eset CEU (Alfara Del Patriarca) and EASD (Valencia). He
has given conferences on his work both in Spain and abroad and among the many prizes awarded, the Best of
NeoCon Innovation Award (Chicago 2012) and the Good Design Award (Chicago 2013), undoubtedly stand out.
He was president of the ADCV (Designer´s Association of the Valencian Region).
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STRUCTURE
The structure is entirely made out of aluminum.
The outer frame and legs are made entirely out
of extruded aluminum special steel profile. The
corner connecting pieces are made from die cast
aluminum. The use of aluminum achieves a light
sturdy structure that is corrosion resistant.
The table is available in a wide variety of standard
sizes and can also be manufactured in special sizes
for specific projects.
Finishes: Available in thermoset polyester
powder coating in any of the colours of the
INCLASS swatch cards.

HEIGHTS
The legs are manufactured in three different heights and have built-in levellers.
Glides: Adjustable plastic glides to protect the flooring are included.

105cm
75cm
35cm

OBSERVATIONS: The 105cm height is available only for structures up to 120x80cm.

MEASURES
The table is available in a wide variety of standard sizes and can also be manufactured in special sizes for specific projects.
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*Intermediate leg included.
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METALLIC BASES
Standard

Black

White

Aluminum

M82
Stone

G42
Light grey

Optional

M56
Coffee brown

P70
Rose

O25
Clay orange

Y62
Mustard

V16
Turquoise
green

B40
Marine green

B36
Navi blue

B44
Sky blue

Rust grey

Rust brown

TABLE TOPS
The table tops are available in a wide range of materials and finishes.
The tops can be manufactured with other materials and finishes for special projects.
The table can also be supplied without a tabletop.
Owing to expansion of materials used, tabletop surfaces have a tolerance of +/-1mm on the outer profile sections.

13mm bilaminated top:

It is made of 13mm particle board with outer surfaces
made of melamine. The edges are covered with ABS
bands. Available in soft textured white colour or in oak
melamine.

White

13mm lacquered mdf top:

It is made of 13mm mdf board. Available in any of the
lacquer colours of the INCLASS swatch cards.
B40
O25
Clay orange Marine green

B36
Navi blue

M56
Coffee brown

B00
Black

G49
Anthracite

P70
Rose

G42
Light grey

Y62
Mustard

V16
Turquoise
green

B44
Sky blue

M82
Stone

Natural

Walnut

Wenge

Black stain

W01
White

13mm oak veneered mdf top:

It is made of 13mm oak veneered mdf board. Finished
with acrylic varnishing in all of the oak veneer stains of
the INCLASS sample cards.

13mm compact top:

It is made of hig density compacted fiber board. The
outer surfaces are made of melamine. Available in soft
textured white colour.
White

White coloured 8mm tempered glass top

Tempered
glass
* For technical data of materials, please consult the annex on materials.
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ACCESSORIES
SUI tables can be fitted and completed with a wide range of accessories so they can be adapted for different types of use.

Metallic pedestal with three drawers on casters:
- Drawers with an anti-tilting system.
- Top drawer with a pencil tray fitted inside.
- Security lock and key.
- Twin-wheel casters.
- Finished in white or black.

Table connecting clip:

Manufactured in steel plate, allows
tables to be joined together.

Metallic pedestal with one drawer + file drawer:
- Drawers with an anti-tilting system.
- Security lock and key.
- Top drawer with a pencil tray fitted inside.
- Bottom drawer with hanging folder filing system.
- Twin-wheel casters.
- Finished in white or black.

Auxiliary table wing:

Manufactured in 100x60 cm in the
same finishes as the tables.

Upholstered pedestal top:

The upholstered pedestal top can be
incorporated, in any of the fabrics or leathers
from the INCLASS sample card or in any fabric
supplied by the customer.

CPU rail holder:

This is manufactured in steel plate and is
finished in thermosetting polyester paint
in the same colours as the tables. The
holder is suspended from the table´s
upper profile.

Front panels:

Manufactured in 1.5mm. steel plate and available in two versions:
Painted metal plate: In thermosetting polyester powder coating in all colours
of the INCLASS metallic finishes colour card.
Upholstered: Available in all fabrics and leathers of the INCLASS sampler or
in any fabric supplied by the customer.
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ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES

Underside mesh to house cables:

Manufactured in fireproof mesh. It can be placed
in any position under the tabletop, housing all
kinds of cables, plugs, chargers etc…

Grommet cover round 80mm
for tabletop:
Manufactured in Zamak alloy,
finished in matt chrome with a
black rubber cable grommet. The
drill hole in the cover to facilitate
insertion must be done by the
customer.

Socket + round 80mm
grommet cover for tabletop:
Manufactured in Zamak alloy
and finished in matt chrome.
The socket and grommet body
is made of black plastic. The drill
hole in the cover to facilitate
insertion must be done by the
customer.

Profile cable grip:
Table leg with table to
floor cable shield:

Allows the cables to be fed
down to the floor through the
inside of the leg.

Three-socket kit to attach to profile:

Allows a Schuko-type three socket power supply.
Other configurations can be supplied on request.

These are made from Velcro
and allow cables to be fed
along the table profile by
means of a gripping system.
They can be attached to any
part of the profile.

ENVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA
- SUI tables are manufactured in 100% recyclable aluminium alloy, thereby restricting the use of dangerous substances.
- All the wooden or glass tabletops are 100% recyclables.
- High degree of recyclability. The components are easily detachable and can be separated for subsequent recycling.
- The cardboard packaging is 100% recyclable. The printing inks used on the packaging are water-based and solvent-free.
- The structures are coated with powder paint that is free of VOC emissions ( Volatile Organic Compounds ) through a cutting-edge process that includes the
recovery of any unused paint, for reuse, as well as the cleaning of metals through a closed circuit water system.
- SUI tables are transported partially disassembled and compactly packaged, thereby minimising space and reducing energy costs in transport.
- Sustainability is also about designing and producing furniture to last as long as possible. Manufacturing just enough and consuming only what is necessary.
Quality as opposed to quantity as the best means for reducing energy consumption and minimising waste. SUI tables have a 5 year warranty. They have been
designed and made to last through the use of quality materials and a timeless design that does not go out of fashion. Furthermore, all parts can be replaced or
refitted.
- INCLASS production processes are certified according to environmental ISO 14.001 quality standards and are carried out through the reduction of waste and
energy consumption in order to minimise any impact on the environment.

REGULATIONS
SUI tables have successfully passed tests carried out by the Furniture Industry´s Technological Institute (AIDIMA)
in compliance with the following quality standards:
- UNE: EN 527-1:2011. Office furniture. Work tables and desks. Part 1: Dimensions.
- UNE: EN 527-2:2003. Office furniture. Work tables and desks. Part 2: Mechanical safety requirements.
- UNE: EN 527-3:2003. Office furniture. Work tables and desks. Part 3: Test methods for the determination of the stability and mechanical strength of the structure.
- UNE: EN 15372:08. Office furniture. Strength, durability and safety. Requirements for non-domestic tables. Office furniture. Work tables and desks. Part 2:
Strength, durability and safety.
The quality management system of INCLASS is certified in accordance with ISO 9001 in all the design, manufacturing and sales procedures of its products.

WARRANTY
INCLASS MOBLES S.L. guarantees the products from the SUI collection against defective materials and workmanship for a period of 5 years from the
purchase date. Any damage caused by misuse, negligence or accident as well as that arising from inadequate product maintenance is excluded from this
warranty. Natural ageing and wear-and-tear of surface materials are also excluded. The establishment must demonstrate the date of purchase of the article
with the corresponding invoice.
INCLASS will replace or repair any faulty products or parts free of charge and any further liability is excluded.
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